Professionals in business service

Our advantages are knowledge, experience and passion.
We connect everything in the one, complex offer
of IT, systems and business support
adjusted to your needs.

How can we help you? +49 17 645 956 101

Offer
The number of applications available on the market exceeds the possibility of
learning them all. Still, new IT products are made and
need for specialized IT services increases.
e specialize in realisation of I projects in client's company, but we offer ready solutions as
well. e approach each client individually, thoroughly studying their expectations. e are
professionally engaged in complex I consulting and business intelligence. e guarantee reliable
and timely implementation of all entrusted us tasks. e offer a comprehensive service: we can
design a webpage, a web application or a platform for you and make it real, develop business
applications.
According to your expectations we make:
-web or intanet pages
-web applications, EDI platforms
- desktop applications, client-server applications
- files converters and software intergators.
In our offer you will find software dedicated to specific
applications: reporting of production, machinery
management, communication with suppliers or
customers, configuring products, creating valuations and
quotes, manage external documentation.
e advise our clients how to increase the efficiency of
processes management by utilizing available I tools or
with small change to their software.

Each project and task we treat individually. uite often to fulfill our job we cooperate with other
I companies, for example suppliers of integrated software.
For companies that do not wish to invest in the purchase of the software, we recommend our
aa solutions ( otware as a ervice) and renting account in the application installed on our
server. hus, the company does not take the risk of an investment, implementation project and
does not experience difficulty in changing the software.
e offer flexible solutions tailored to customer needs. Companies can decide on an individual
installation of our software and use it internally or in cooperation with selected partners.

Systems implementations
Since year 2008 we have been implementing, managing and developing
business applications. We specialize in MRP, ERP and DMS systems. As one
of few companies we offer solutions based on a VMI concept.
For 7 years we have been introducing in oland
wedish E system, product of Monitor E
ystem AB. e have dealt with marketing, sales,
implementations and adjustment of the software
to olish legal requirements.
e cooperate with Italian company ABLE ech to
launch thieir DM system A ivar on the market.
ur offer is comprehensive: it includes
preparation and customization of the product,
implementation services and training, as well as
technical support and help in using the product
correctly.
ur experience, based on collaboration with
companies from many branches of industry and trade
sector allows us to suggest only proven and effective
solutions.
e have broaden the service range by the pre- and postimplementation services,
which include advice on choosing the right software and modernization and
development of software owned by the customer.
e manage projects in accordance to international standards.
security and confidentaility of information.

e ensure the

Products and services
We offer you proven, secure IT solutions that improve the daily work in the company.
We help you to save time of your employees, improve information flow, facilitate
decision making.

Each of our solutions remains open for integration with other products, also external.
e offer our products as standarized software, service or individualized client installation.
e are open to modifications of our applications and extending them with additional functions,
in accordance to expectations of our customers.
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